February, 2020

BCT Inc., a PCA transportation Company

Time to refocus on safety inspections
BCT slips into alert
status following
violations of 2019
“There has never been a time
in the history of BCT that pre-trip
inspections have not been a high
priority,” said Randy Bailey, Manager of Driver Services and Safety.
In looking over statistics from
roadside inspections last year,
Bailey is certain that a small
group of drivers have “simply
stopped inspecting their trucks as
required by law or are doing incomplete inspections.”

An officer checks steering components during a roadside inspection
along with other areas of the truck that may affect its safe operations.
The best way to avoid violations and out-of-service orders is by doing a
thorough pre-trip.
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The problem surfaces because BCT slipped into Alert status by exceeding the intervention
threshold. Essentially, roadside
inspections that result in violations related to vehicle maintenance were too high.
Examples of maintenance
violations include: brake tubing
and hose, defective windshield
wipers, oil/grease leak, brakes,
wheel rim cracked, large chips
and cracks in windshield.
“This morning a driver was
written up for not having brake
lights along with three violations
for brakes (with brakes set, pads
wouldn’t make contact),” Bailey
said.
(Continued on page 4)
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Welcome to new and returning
drivers who have joined the ranks
of BCT, Inc. and Boise Trucking
Operations during the past month.
Jose Hurtado of Pasco, WA January
6 as a new Wallula spotter for Owner
Robert Hurley.

Gregory Moore of Moultrie, TX
January 28 as a new Owner-Operator out
of Jackson.

Dontavis Hicks of Prattville, Alabama
January 7 as a new Owner-Operator out of
Jackson.

John Riggs of New Plymouth, Idaho
January 29 as a new Owner-Operator out
of Boise.

Derick Williams of Marion, Alabama
January 13 as a returning Owner-Operator
out of Jackson.

Mark Henry of Hewitt, TX January 30
as a new Company Driver out of Waco.

Steven Horton of New Holland, LA
January 14 as a new DeRidder Spotter.
Orlando Morales Calderez of
Kennewick, WA January 14 as a new
Owner-Operator out of Wallula.

Rodrigo Granados of Bruceville,
Texas transferring for a Waco Company
Driver to an Owner-Operator out of
DeRidder.
Juan Martinez of Waco, Texas as a
new Company Driver at Waco.

Stephen Perea of Paramount,
California January 15 as a new Centerline
Driver for Industry.

Alex Comer of Leesville, Louisiana
February 4 as a new Company Driver at
DeRidder.

Christopher Jordon of Dallas, Texas
January 22 as a new Owner-Operator out
of DeRidder.

Earn extra cash!

Daniel Getchel of Poway, California
January 23 as a new Centerline Driver for
Industry.

Check out our Driver-to-Driver
bonus program for current drivers
who help us connect with future
driver, Page 16
If you’re an Owner-Operator
who knows a driver who would be
a good ‘fit’ for BCT

call 1-800-544-5989, Opt. 5.
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Weather, driver focus leads to safer start for new year
Safety

exception. As
indicated in the
January tends to be one of
table below we
the more challenging months
finished the
from a vehicular safety standmonth at 97.8 %
point due to increased risks as“Safety accomplishments are
on-time to the
sociated with winter weather road achieved one task at time and
day overall vs. a
conditions.
that’s why we need to continue target of 96%.
Winter weather conditions
to stay focused on keeping
At Office Depot
have been unusually warm this
ourselves,
our
families
and
cowe were 97.7%
Dan Bernert
year. I can count the number of
on-time to the
BCT GM
workers out of harm’s way.”
days on one hand we have had
day
vs.
target
of
-Dan
Bernert
to battle snow and ice in the
BCT General Mgr. 97% and at WB Mason we were
PNW and NE. That might explain
97.1% on-time to the day vs. tarwhy we didn’t have any preventaSafety accomplishments are
get of 96%.
ble accidents in either region last
achieved one task at time and
On time deliveries truly are a
month.
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team
effort and involve good
Both preventable accidents in
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who
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it
happen”
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tempting to depart dock while
cency, fatigue, frustration or
January.
attached to dock lock.
rushing get the best of us.
BCT drivers and owners
Don’t forget, February is NaOther
logged 1.51 million miles in Janutional Heart Health Month. Heart
ary, recorded two preventable
Congratulations Ron Bates
disease is the leading cause of
accidents resulting in an accident
(BCT-Waco
Terminal Manager),
death in the U.S. Think “AHA
frequency rate (AFR) of 1.32 vs.
Anthony
Noriskin
(CTC Shipping
simple 7” for heart health. The
our goal of 1.10 or less. It’s an
Supv.)
and
their
crews
at Central
American Heart Association’s
improvement compared to last
Texas
Corrugated
plant
(CTC) in
“Simple 7” rules are: (1) Stop
year when our AFR averaged
Waco,
TX.
Based
on
our
daily
smoking; (2) Eat Better; (3) Get
2.30, but the only acceptable
load
counts,
they
had
an
excelActive; (4) Lose Weight; (5) ManAFR is zero.
lent
month
of
production
in
Januage your Blood Pressure; (6)
Many thanks to those drivers
ary.
Control your Cholesterol; and (7)
and owners who maintained
I was on site last week and
Reduce your Blood Sugar.
awareness of their surroundings,
noticed
that roll stock inventory
Good drivers are difficult to
were mindful of adequate followwas
lower
than I have seen it in
find…your health is important to
ing distances and anticipated the
quite
some
time. We (BCT) are
us.
mistakes of others throughout the
doing our best to get them what
Service
month. We did not have any rethey need on a daily basis. We
Exceptional on-time delivery
cordable industrial accidents in
have delivered on average 17
performance has always been a
January. Our last recordable was
loads of roll stock/day (vs. comBCT priority and January was no
mitment of 15) since the middle
of January.
OTD Performance BCT vs. Competition
Special thanks to the Waco
All WP Customers
Office MaxWB Masondrivers
for taking good care of
OTD/ Day
OTD/Day
OTD/Day
CTC customers, always making
me feel so welcome and always
97.80%
97.70%
97.10%
BCT, Inc.
willing to engage in a good safety
conversation.
Core Carriers/3PL 96.00%
96.70%
97.50%
Be safe, be on-time, be proud
of your accomplishments.

Target

October 15, 2019. Thirty-three
percent of our journey (120 days)
down the path to a year without a
recordable is complete.

96.00%

97.00%

96.00%
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Alert Status draws more attention to entire fleet for inspections
(Continued from page 1)

The safety manager said that
most of these are frustrating because drivers were “written up for
items that is totally controllable.”
Bailey said he understands
that things can go wrong with
equipment even after a proper pre
-trip inspection. “But,” he said,
“several brakes don’t fall out of
adjustment after leaving the terminal and tire tread depth didn’t just
wear low and out of compliance.”
Every bad inspection contributes to the safety scores we receive from CSA (Compliance,
Safety ,& Accountability). When
they get to high in any one of six
categories (called Basics) inspectors are alerted and they focus
more closely on that trucking firm.

BCTs alert status affects all
Owner-Operators. They will be
the target of more inspections
which exposes them to the
chance of violations.
BCT offers a high reward for

each clean inspection from an
Owner-Operator… $100 added to
their settlement. “That should be
an indication of how important we
feel about equipment safety,” Bailey said.

Drivers who are written up for
any violation that results in an Out
-of-Service order now receive 1
point against their BCT driving
record. (The point system is reviewed in this edition).

Bailey was quick to note that a
majority of drivers are doing professional pretrips and avoiding
these issues. “ We’re very proud
of these guys for their efforts,”
Bailey said. He said that those
who are receiving violations can
solve the problem by doing proper
pretrips and taking care of
maintenance when it’s due or
when problems are discovered.

From the inspection report of one BCT driver in December
Date

St.

Lvl

Basic category

Code

Violation

OOS

12/4/2019

WA

2

Driver Fitness

383.23(a)
(2)

Operating a CMV without a CDL

Yes

12/4/2019

WA

2

Vehicle Maint.

396.9(d)(2)

Failure to correct defects noted on previous
inspection report

No

12/4/2019

WA

2

Vehicle Maint.

396.17(c)

Operating a CMV without proof of a periodic
inspection

No

12/4/2019

WA

2

Vehicle Maint.

393.9TS

Inoperative turn signal

No

12/4/2019

WA

2

Vehicle Maint.

393.60(c)

Damaged or discolored windshield

No

12/4/2019

WA

2

Vehicle Maint.

393.25(f)

Stop lamp violations

Yes

12/4/2019

WA

2

Vehicle Maint.

393.205(a)

Wheel/rim cracked or broken

Yes

12/4/2019

WA

2

Vehicle Maint.

396.5(b)

Oil and/or grease leak

No

This one bad inspection with a number of violations has a dramatic effect on BCT safety scores
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Mike Cowan pulls the plug on 30-year career at Wallula
After nearly 30 years of service to Boise Cascade and PCA,
Mike Cowan has decided to retire.
Mike grew up in Kennewick,
WA and has never left for an extended period of time. He began
working at the Wallula Terminal
in the early 1990’s doing tire work
as an employee of an outside
vendor.
Former Wallula Terminal
Manager (and eventual Trucking
GM) Roger Olds recognized
Mike’s work ethic and hired him
as a company employee in 1999.
Since then Mike has been a dedi-

cated employee that is respected
and well-liked by everyone.
I asked if he could sum up
his time, Mike replied “It’s been
fun and I’ve enjoyed the work,
but it’s the people I’ve met and
the friendships I’ll take with me
that mean the most.”
Mike plans are to get caught
up on the years of chores that he
neglected, but also plans to start
doing more of the things he used

to enjoy as a young man like
hunting and fishing. But most of
all he’s looking forward to spending time with his wife, grown children, and 4 young grandchildren.
Good luck Mike, and thank
you on behalf of all of us that had
the pleasure to work with you.
-Andy Sarrazin
Wallula Terminal Mgr.

Most inspections
so far this year
are ‘clean’
There were 12 inspections
during the month of January,
2020. Eight of those were clean.
But three of the four with violations were placed Out-ofService (OOS) and two of those
received citations.
Notes on the first inspection
that resulted in OOS listed the
following violations: flat tire, mud
flap, air leak, eld not mounted,
record of duty status...all controllable, according to Safety Manager Randy Bailey.
Flat tire and inoperable lamp
were listed as violations.
On the third roadside inspections, violations included : no insurance card, compressor air
loss, broken glad hand, inoperable brakes, permit not signed.

Wallula’s Mike Cowan’s 30 year career was celebrated recently as he
prepares to enjoy family, old hobbies, catch up on chores.
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Roadcheck 2020 will focus on driver requirements
Driver requirements will be the
emphasis of the 2020 International Roadcheck, hosted annually by
the Commercial Vehicle Safety
Alliance (CVSA).
This year’s Roadcheck is
scheduled to take place May 5-7,
a month earlier than its traditional
date. Organizers said the date
change may allow for more favorable weather conditions in many
of the participating jurisdictions
across North America.
During that 72-hour period,
commercial motor vehicle (CMV)
inspectors throughout the United
States, Canada, and Mexico will
conduct roadside inspections on
drivers and CMVs.
Driver requirement inspections
During the inspection, inspectors will collect and verify the driver’s documents, identify the motor

carrier, check the driver’s license
and record of duty status, and review periodic inspection reports. If
applicable, the inspector will also
check the driver’s medical examiner certificate, medical variance
documents, and daily vehicle inspection report. Other driverfocused categories include seat
belt use, sickness or fatigue, and
alcohol and/or drug possession or
impairment.
Driver requirements and vehicle mechanical fitness are the two
primary parts of a North American
Standard Level I inspection, a 37step procedure. A third part, hazardous materials/dangerous
goods, may also be part of a Level I inspection if applicable.
Driver violations reached
almost 950,000 in 2019
Driver violations made up a
significant number of violations in

January Accident Rate

Miles help keep AFR down at start of year
“We had good miles in January which helped to keep the
AFR low even with two preventable accidents,” said Randy Bailey, BCT Manager of Driver Services and Safety.
All drivers logged 1.51 million
miles in January which resulted

ACCIDENT FREQUENCY
2020 1-Month AFR
January
TOTALS

Preventable
Accident*

2
2

AFR**

1.32
1.32

*Any accident in which our driver
failed by defensive driving to do
everything reasonable to prevent the
accident.
** The number of preventable wrecks
per million miles of travel.

in an Accident Frequency
Rate (AFR)
of 1.32 preventable
accident per
million miles
of travel.

Randy Bailey
Both accidents were recorded by OwnerOperators. That group of drivers
travelled 842,542 miles. Driver in
Company trucks logged 668,259
miles with no recordables.
Bailey reported that there
were 3 incidents, 4 nonpreventable accidents and 1 minor preventable accident in January.

2019, according to the Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA).
Based on the most recent
2019 FMCSA data released on
December 27, of more than 3.35
million inspections conducted,
944,794 resulted in driver violations, of which 195,545 were outof-service conditions.
Prepare for Roadcheck
Inspections are conducted
every day of the year across
North America, but drivers should
realize that the risk of being
stopped will increase during
Roadcheck.
While the May 5-7 dates are
important, Roadcheck should
serve as a reminder to drivers that
they should always be ready for
roadside inspections regardless of
the time of year.
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A review of BCT’s Safe Driver point system
Safety of our drivers and the
public is the highest priority for
our company. Therefore, BCT
has established the following
minimum Driver Standards for all
drivers who operate commercial
motor vehicles for the company.
These standards are designed to
identify our good drivers who we
want to operate our vehicles and
to remove from driving positions
those drivers whose driving records do not meet our standards.
Points will be totaled over a 3
-year period. The 3 years shall
be a moving period running from
the current time to 3 years previous. When the total point accumulation reaches 10 points over
a 3-year period, the driver shall
not be permitted to operate BOISE or BCT, Inc. controlled motor
vehicles. When 7 points are accumulated, the driver shall be
notified in writing of the point level and informed of the consequences of receiving 10 points.
Points shall be given for convictions of traffic laws and for involvement in accidents where no
citations were issued and where
Driver Services finds the accident
to be preventable.

Points shall be assigned for
each accident or violation based
upon the following scale:
10 Points
Driving while intoxicated or under the influence of alcohol or
drugs
Failure to submit to alcohol or
drug test at request of law enforcement agency
Using a commercial motor vehicle to commit a felony
Leaving the scene of an accident or failure to stop, report,
and render aid

Manslaughter or Negligent Vehicular Homicide
Assault with a motor vehicle or
arising out of the operation of a
motor vehicle
Driving while license is suspended or revoked
Attempting to elude an officer of
the law
Violation of out-of-service order
Vehicle Rollover (preventable)
Fatality accident (preventable)
Equipment totaled
(preventable)
5 Points
Reckless driving
Passing a school bus while it is
loading or unloading
Speeding 15 mph or greater
over the posted speed limit
Speeding 10 mph or greater
over the posted limit in a school
zone
Running a stop sign/red light
Violation of railroad-highway
grade crossing offenses
(FMCSR 383.51, Table 3)
Driving on the wrong side of the
highway
Unsafe lane change
Following too closely (causing
major accident)
Driving without CDL in the driver’s possession
Talking on cell phone while
driving CMV
Second preventable accident
3 Points
Speeding
Illegal passing
Driving too fast for conditions
Failure to yield at uncontrolled
intersection
Failure to signal
Driving too slow in left lane/
obstructing traffic
Equipment violations on safety
items covered by pre-trip inspections

Following too closely (minor
infraction)
Conviction for talking on cell
phone in personal vehicle
Other moving violations, including verified incidents reported
by the public
First preventable accident
FMCSR Violations

2 Points
minor

Preventable accident –

Failure to wear seat belt(CMV only)

1 Point
Out-of-service violation
during roadside inspection
Hours-of-service violation
during roadside inspection
Violations/infractions issued
based on traffic camera enforcement will be assessed points
based on the violation list above.
Drivers are required to notify
Driver Services when they have
been convicted of a traffic violation or have been involved in an
accident. Driver Services will review all accidents and make determinations of preventable or
non-preventable using the National Safety Council recommended standards.
Drivers who dispute the findings of Driver Services may appeal the determination, in writing,
to the Manager of Driver Services to be sure the manager
knows all pertinent facts. Manager’s findings shall be final.
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Federal D&A Clearinghouse rules now apply to drivers
In affect since January 6,
2020, BCT’s Randy Bailey, Manageer of Driver Services and
Safety, said the company is now
required to run a full query on all
new applicants.
He or she will need to go to
the Clearinghouse website, generate a profile then accept/
approve our request before we
can view any drug and alcohol
history.
“Setting up this profile can be
a task but it’s important to make
sure the applicant gets this done
ASAP,” Bailey said. “All our current drivers can go in and create
this profile, I just don’t see a need
for them to do so unless they
plan on seeking employment
elsewhere,” Bailey said. “It’s not
needed until something is flagged
on a limited query search.”

What is the FMCSA Commercial Driver’s License
Drug and Alcohol Clearinghouse?
The Clearinghouse is a secure online database that will
give employers, FMCSA, State
Driver Licensing Agencies, and
State law enforcement personnel

ployers are no longer required to
also request information from the
driver’s previous FMCSAregulated employers under
391.23(e); an employer’s query
of the Clearinghouse will satisfy
that requirement.
How will the Clearinghouse
improve highway safety?
real-time information about CDL
driver drug and alcohol program
violations, thereby enhancing
safety on our Nation’s roadways.



Make it easier for employers
to meet their pre-employment
investigation and reporting
obligations.

When must I use the
Clearinghouse?
Authorized users will be required to complete the actions
described in the Clearinghouse
final rule. At this time, employers
will be required to conduct both
electronic queries and traditional
manual inquiries with previous
employers to meet the three-year
timeframe, required by FMCSA’s
drug and alcohol use testing program, for checking CDL driver
violation histories. Drivers may
also view their own records for
information recorded on or after
January 6, 2020.



Make it more difficult for drivers to conceal their drug and
alcohol program violations
from current or prospective
employers.



Provide roadside inspectors
and other enforcement personnel with the means to ensure that drivers receive required evaluation and treatment before performing safety-sensitive functions, such as
driving a commercial motor
vehicle (CMV).



Make it easier for FMCSA to
determine employer compliance with testing, investigation, and reporting requirements.

JANUARY 6, 2023: Once
three years of violation data are
stored in the Clearinghouse, em-

For more info and to
register, visit this site:

https://clearinghouse.fmcsa.dot.gov/Resource/Index/Registration-Driver-Instructions
(Continued on page 9)
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Clearinghouse
(Continued from page 8)

What information will the
Clearinghouse contain?
The Clearinghouse will contain information on all CDL driver
drug and alcohol program violations. These violations include:

Report for duty/remain on duty

for safety-sensitive function with
alcohol concentration of 0.04 or
greater or while using any drug
specified in the regulations (Part
40), other than those prescribed
by a licensed medical practitioner

Alcohol use while performing, or
within four hours of performing,
a safety-sensitive function

Alcohol use within eight hours of
an accident, or until postaccident test, whichever occurs
first

Test positive for use of specified
drugs

Refusing to submit to a required
alcohol or drug test

How will I use the
Clearinghouse?
EMPLOYERS
Report drug and alcohol violations and check that no current
or prospective employee is prohibited from performing safetysensitive functions, such as operating a CMV, due to a drug and
alcohol program violation for
which a driver has not successfully completed a Return-To-Duty
(RTD) process.
CDL DRIVERS
View own record, provide
consent to current or prospective
employers to access details
about any drug and alcohol program violations, and select a

Substance Abuse Professional, if
needed.
What types of drivers and
employers will the Clearinghouse affect?
All CDL drivers who operate
CMVs on public roads, and their
employers and service agents.
This includes, but is not limited
to:

Interstate and intrastate motor carriers, including passenger
carriers
School bus drivers
Construction equipment operators
Limousine drivers
Municipal vehicle drivers
(e.g., waste management vehicles)
Federal and other organizations that employ drivers subject
to FMCSA drug and alcohol use
testing regulations (e.g., Department of Defense, municipalities,
school districts)
MEDICAL REVIEW OFFICERS
Report verified positive drug
test results and test refusals.
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROFESSIONALS
Report RTD initial assessment and eligibility status for
RTD testing.
CONSORTIUM/THIRDPARTY ADMINISTRATORS
On behalf of an employer,
report drug and alcohol program
violations and perform driver
queries as required.
STATE DRIVER LICENSING
AGENCIES Query the Clearinghouse prior to completing licensing transactions.

All drug and
alcohol tests
are recorded
The Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Administration (FMCSA)
has set out new rules that will
require truck drivers to register
with a federal database before
they are allowed to change jobs.
The Clearinghouse is a secure federal database that provides real-time information about
CDL driver drug and alcohol violations. The FMCSA, CMV employers, State Driver Licensing
Agencies, and law enforcement
officials will all have complete
access to the Clearinghouse.
All CDL driver drug and alcohol test failures will be recorded
in the Clearinghouse, including:
 Report for duty/remain on
duty for safety-sensitive
function with alcohol concentration of 0.04 or greater or
while using any prohibited
drug
 Alcohol use while performing, or within four hours of
performing, a safetysensitive function
 Alcohol use within eight
hours of a post-accident alcohol test
 Test positive for use of specified drugs (This could include a post crash test, a pre
-employment drug screening,
or a random drug test)
 Refusing to submit to a required alcohol or drug test
 The Clearinghouse will also
contain information on
whether a CDL holder has
completed the necessary
procedures to return to duty
after a failed drug or alcohol
test
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Backed into parked trailer
An Owner-Operator was at a Love’s Truck Stop
in Lugoff, South Carolina the evening of January 12
when he backed into a parked tractor. Damage to
the 2019 Mark tractor was right front grill and hood.

Tire leaves truck
A right side tire fell off a company tractor while
the driver was on Route 222 near Kutztown, Pennsylvania the morning of January 13. The tire rolled
into a nearby parking lot.

Other truck backs into BCT
A BCT Owner was parked at a TA Truck Stop in
North Bend, Washington January 14 when he was
hit by a trailer causing damage to his hood and left
side.

Trucking

Wind must have lowered cable
A company driver was in Crockett, Texas when
he hit a low-hanging telephone cable. It was reported that the officer at the scene believed wind played
a factor in the low-hanging line and released the
driver.

Elk choose suicide by truck
Two elk were hit by an Owner-Operator on Highway 240 near Hanford, Washington January 22.
The truck suffered fuel tank, bumper and fender
damage in the morning accident.
The elk family requested donations to the wild
animal charity of your choice.

New load planner Matt
Blatman and his fiancé,
Brieanna. Expecting
their first child in November of 2020...a
great reason for working safely and being
able to go home
to enjoy family.
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Clean Inspections
Three Owners will receive
$100 each for their clean roadside inspections. Congratulations
to these professional drivers and
their attention to safety.

Full Name

Truck #

Fleet

Date of insp

Marco Guzman Serrato

03627

Chips

12/23/2019

Juan Alonso

03563

Chips

12/26/2019

Joe Lewis

08753

Southern

1/6/2020

Driver

Start

Location

Years

ALLISON, CRAIG

2/2/2010

Wallula BCT

10

BENNETT, CHRISTOPHER E

2/11/1998

Wallula Trkg

32

CALENDER, KENNETH

2/8/1999

Columbus Container

31

COVEY, TIMOTHY

2/9/2005

LCC I-5 BCT

15

DAY, MICHAEL

2/23/2015

Columbus Container

5

DIAZ, LEOPOLDO M

2/4/2014

Wallula Container

6

DRAPER, CHARLES R

2/27/2018

Waco Container

2

HOOPER, DENNIS D

2/6/2017

LCC I-5 BCT

3

HORN, RICKY L

2/14/2014

Waco Container

6

MOLDOVAN, PETER

2/1/2008

Waco Container

12

MOSQUEDA, MARTIN A

2/20/2018

Wallula BCT

2

PATRICK, GERALD

2/12/2007

Waco Container

13

PORTES, LUIS E

2/3/2014

Allentown Trkg

6

RAMIREZ, JORGE

2/28/2005

Wallula BCT

15

RANGEL, FILADELFO

2/21/2014

Wallula BCT

6

SMITH, STEVEN C

2/5/2003

LCC I-5 BCT

17
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CSA Reports for Owner Operators and Company Drivers
CSA BASICS

UNSAFE
DRIVING

Intervention
Threshold

HOURS OFSERVICE

DRIVER
FITNESS

VEHICLE
MAINT.

CRASH
INDICAT.

ISS
Score

65%

65%

80%

80%

65%

Dec. 16, 2019

7%

44%

0%

79%

54%

42

Jan. 7, 2020

7%

49%

0%

83%

52%

74

Feb. 10, 2020

6%

46%

0%

87%

52%

74

Dec. 16, 2019

1%

0%

0%

27%

56%

34

Jan. 7, 2020

1%

0%

0%

26%

49%

33

Feb. 10, 2020

2%

0%

0%

21%

45%

32

BCT, Inc.

Company

Inc. = Inconclusive

No Vios = No Violations

Eight more Owners
earn inspection cash

Aaron Correa

* = Exceeds

Improving

Alert

Correa joins crew
at Wallula shop
Shop Manager Kevin
Franckowiak recently introduced
Aaron Correa as the newest mechanic in Wallula.
The Pasco native joined the
crew after completing an AA diesel mechanic program at Walla
Walla Community College.
Correa had worked in an apprenticeship program at the Wallula mill last year and responded
to the ad recruiting for his current
position.
A former high school basketball player, Correa says he
spends time at the gym when
away from work. He’s also planning to pursue a 4-year degree,
possibly in engineering, in the
future.
For the time being, Correa is
excited about being part of PCA
and learning from the ‘older’ mechanics at the shop.

Trucking
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New Kenworth’s, seven of them, are getting ready for service at the Columbus Terminal.

For BCT Load Planner Mike Hage,
working safely gives him time to enjoying doing something he loves and
sharing that with his daughters.

First photo is with my 5 year daughter
Rose holding two ducks and my 11
month old pup Doc Holliday out in our
goose/duck field.
Second photo is with both my daughters Cora (7) and Rose (5) getting
ready in the goose/duck blind.
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Kudos
One way we
thank others for
their help
making our business
work and better serving
our customers safely.

Rohr reaches out to
help injured driver
From Mike Hayes
BCT Operations Mgr.

I’d like to thank Jan Rohr, our
Risk Administrator here in Boise
for all her efforts. Jan not only
handles accidents and claims,
she is the go to person for any
type of insurance questions.
Just recently we had a company driver that was injured in an
accident while driving his automobile in CA (not work related).
Jan went above and beyond,
reaching out to the driver’s family

Asbury gets two
clean inspections
Hearold Asbury received 2
clean roadside inspections last
month while making deliveries in
Kentucky.
We appreciate him making
sure his vehicles, paperwork and
logs are up-to date, clean and
safe.

-Rob Roop
Terminal Manager

while he was still in the hospital
to make sure they got all the necessary paperwork started for his
FMLA and other benefits.

Drivers work late to
move from warehouse
From Abel Franco
Industry Terminal Mgr.

I would like to thank all of our
Industry drivers for doing a great
job moving all of our product from
our warehouse in the City of Industry to our new warehouse in
Buena Park.
Thanks for the long hours
and going the extra mile around
the holiday to get the job done on
time. Thanks again.

Spotters cover shifts
of unfilled positions
From Steven Crain
DeRidder Terminal Mgr.

I would like to thank my entire
spotting crew. They all stepped
up and covered shifts for the better part of last year while we attempted to find replacements for
some guys that moved on for one
reason or another. I appreciate
them covering this for an extended period of time and working
amongst themselves to work out
the coverage.
I would also like to thank Jimbo Matthis and Chris Bruce for
taking the lead on servicing and
repairing railcars while the shop
is shorthanded so that the DeRidder mills car pool is maximized.
Also, thanks to Randy Smith
for taking care of short notice paper machine roll moves form the
basement of the paper machines
to the roll rebuild shop.
As Ron likes to say,
“Teamwork makes the dream
work”! Thanks, guys!

Drivers find way
to save toll cost

From Shaun Reilly
Allentown Terminal Mgr.

Luis Portes and Jeff Hollenbach for finding an alternative
route from Allentown into upstate
New York that avoids toll roads.
For the month of January 2020
approximately $500 in savings. This improvement will add
up over time and help with a
much needed reduction on our
toll costs.

Driver consistently
checks trailer papers
From Amy Barron
Jackson Terminal Mgr.

Shout out to Robert Baxter..he consistently checks the
inspection dates on his trailers
and if they are due he always red
tags them here at Jackson so we
can get them taken care
of. Thank you Robert for taking
pride in your work!
Thank you to Shawn Sanders
for helping to recover a Charlotte,
NC load. The original driver had
to come off the load due to some
shop time and Shawn stepped up
and said she could deliver the
load. I appreciate your teamwork!

Driver braves pass
to handle hot load
From Jenny Walker
Vancouver dispatcher

I have a Kudo I would like to
send out to Brennan McMorries.
Sheets Unlimited in Renton, WA
had some HOT loads that needed to get to Richland, WA ASAP.
Brennan took an empty trailer
over the snow covered
Snoqualmie Pass to get Richland
their load in on time! Thank you
for going above and beyond and
getting to Richland safely!
(Continued on page 15)
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Two Waco drivers
thanked for efforts
From Ron Bates
Waco Terminal Mgr.

I would like to Thank Peter
Moldovan, Alton Montgomery,
and all the drivers in Waco for
their hard work this last year.
I caught up with Peter at our
customer, Corrugated Concepts
in Houston and caught up with
Peter and Alton at our drop yard
in Hempstead, TX.

Waco Terminal Manager Ron Bates with Drivers Peter Moldavan and
Alton Montgomery.

Coming home safely
allows me to enjoy
some relaxing time
with friends at a
painting class!
(Rebecca is third
from left) in front
row
-Rebecca Moore
Vancouver Terminal Mgr.
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Winter brings tough
road conditions.
Tony Humburg

Fred
If you’re
an Owner-Operator
McCoy

Recommend a new
Owner-Operator to

BCT and earn cash!

Most accidents can be
avoided if you slow down
and increase following
distance.




Eric Jenkins

“Finding
good OwnerOperators is
important to
BCT. We
feel our own
-Pat Robinson
drivers are
the best source of new
people who meet our
safety and service
standards.”

